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ABSTRACT

2.

Over a decade of work has gone into securing the BGP routing control plane. Through all this, there has been an oft
repeated refrain, ”It is acknowledged that rigorous control
plane verification does not in any way guarantee that packets
follow the control plane.” We describe what may be the first
deployment of data plane enforcement of RPKI-based control plane validation. OpenFlow switches providing an exchange fabric and controlled by a Quagga BGP route server
drop traffic for prefixes which have invalid origins without
requiring any RPKI support by connected BGP peers.

In response to the common security problems associated
with Multilateral Internet Exchanges [5], over the last couple of years [6], the CARDIGAN SDN Internet Exchange
(SDX) in New Zealand has been experimenting with the use
of OpenFlow controlled exchange switches to enforce Layer-3
BGP policy at Layer-2 in order to prevent providers from accidentially or intentionally using a neighbor as a default exit
and similar erroneous forwarding behavior. Exchange peers
(REANNZ, and peers on the WIX) use a Quagga-based [7]
route server [draft-ietf-idr-ix-bgp-route-server-03.txt] to exchange routes among themselves. Quagga then programs the
OpenFlow switches to only forward traffic for those routes,
with all other traffic dropped by default.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A design group and the IETF SIDR Working Group have
been developing a data repository known as the Resource
Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) [1], and protocols [2] [3]
to validate BGP protocol announcements. While there are
mechanisms in place to provide strong authentication between any two BGP peers, they do not address the validity
of the IP prefix advertisements themselves - whether a given
AS is entitled to make an announcement for a given prefix.
Examples of networks being originated by ASs which had no
legitimate authority, either by accident or design to do so,
have been occuring frequently over a long period of time [4].
RFC6481 in particular describes how to improve accidental mis-announcements of an IP prefix from the wrong Autonomous System (AS). This is referred to as RPKI-based
origin validation. Routers use RPKI data to validate the
BGP announcements they receive, and drop announcements
for prefixes with incorrect origin ASes. It has been suggested however, that even though RPKI-based origin validation looks to cryptographically validate that a given autonomous system is authorised to originate a given prefix,
there is no mechanism currently in place to ensure that this
’control plane’ level assertion is enforced in the ’data plane’.
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3.

DATA PLANE ENFORCEMENT VIA SDN

IMPLEMENTING RPKI ON CARDIGAN

To support RPKI on CARDIGAN two changes were made.
The first change was to replace stock Quagga with the rtrlib version [8] (which enables Quagga to be configured to
validate routes via an RPC) along with a certificate cache.
The second change was to Quagga configuration, discarding
routes that are specifically invalid (as opposed to being of
unknown authenticity).

4.

RESULTS

In February 2014, [9] observes 48 invalid, 92 valid and
1875 unvalidated routes out of 2015 routes at the Wellington
Internet Exchange. This corresponds to 2.38%, 4.57% and
93.05% of the routes, respectively. Invalid routes included
those that did not have ROA records with exactly matching
prefix lengths. Counters on the OpenFlow default drop rule
did not increase after RPKI deployment demonstrating that
the forwarding policy had no negative impact on traffic.

5.

LIMITATIONS

CARDIGAN uses “top of rack” style OpenFlow switches
which are extremely limited in the number of rules they can
process. This puts a limit on the number of prefixes - less
than 1000 - but is expected given the original intended use
for the hardware. OpenFlow hardware with greater rule
capacity (Eg, NoviFlow) and OpenFlow multi-table support
would greatly improve scaling.

Figure 1: CARDIGAN RPKI Overview

6.

CONCLUSION

RPKI on CARDIGAN uses SDN to directly address a
number of existing operational problems on today’s exchanges,
in particular enforcing the consistency of routing announcements with forwarding. The scale of the deployment is primarily limited by the switch hardware. If hardware with
more rules were available further traffic engineering and policy experiments could be attempted on the platform, for example uRPF (Unicast Reverse Path Forwarding).

7.
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